Manual therapy program induced alterations in autonomic nervous system modulation of students preparing to apply for the universities: One-group, pre- and post-test study
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OBJECTIVES: We aimed to appraise the effects of a manual therapy program (MTP) on stress by modulation of autonomic nervous system evaluated by rate heart variability before and after the treatment.

METHODS: The study design used was quasi-experimental, pre-posttest of MTP. The sessions were applied during 45 min, twice a week, for 9 weeks. Psychological stress was evaluated using adolescents stress questionnaire (ASQ). Beat-to-beat rate heart frequency (HR, bpm) were recorded in 16 young healthy volunteers (18-20 years old; 8 women) 15 min before and after the first and the last session with S810 - Polar® -Finland in supine position. Descriptors of the Poincaré plot and time domain of HR variability (HRV) were analyzed in 5 min (Kubios HRV Analysis Software).

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS: ANOVA followed Tukey or Bonferroni and t Student tests paired and unpaired tests, considering p<0.05 as significant.

RESULTS: MTP reduced ASQ values from 143 ± 8 to 114 ± 6 and HR from 81±4 to 71±2 bpm. Significantly effects were also found post-MTP in HRV time domain, analyzed at linear and geometric way, showing an overall increased on parasympathetic tonus and on global activity of heart.

CONCLUSION: The students enrolled in the MTP showed improved psychological and physiological health status from pre to post-treatment and the increased on parasympathetic tonus and in the global activity of heart contributed to this effect.
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The application to join Brazilian universities is hard and an agent that increases stress reaction in adolescents. The main problem is the low vacancy number at public universities, i.e. higher competition. In one state university, which offers 3,320 vacancies, received an increased number of inscriptions: 67,516 in 2014; 77,146 in 2015 and 77,760 in 2016, enhance of almost 16% in three years (1). The federal system is not different, in 2013 received more than 2,712,937 inscriptions to 171,401 vacancies of different universities (2).

However, the competition test is only an additional stress agent for students in this age. Of all life stages adolescence is arguably the one most marked by rapid and potentially tumultuous transition, including biological, social, and psychological changes as well as shifting self-concepts (3).

The association between stress, self-esteem and emotional outcomes as well as gender differences on these constructs is helpful investigation for health promotion as preventive strategies during adolescence. Research has established that overall levels of stress tend to increase from preadolescence to adolescence. Evidence suggests that adolescent exposure to multiple independent and cumulative stressors, especially those in an interpersonal context, is related to psychological symptomatology of clinical significance, including symptoms of depression and anxiety. Studies also provide evidence that stressful life experiences predict increases in psychological problems over time (4).

A growing number of studies with adolescents and stress reactions and feelings are available in the literature. According to the World Health Organization, stress is a significant problem of our life time and affects physical and mental health. Stress is defined as a state of threatened or perceived as threatened homeostasis (5) and stress coping methods are the cognitive, behavioral and psychological efforts to deal with stress (6-8).

Stress managements are well studied in adults. Varvogli and Darviri (8) realize a review in major databases (MEDLINE, Scopus, Science Direct) with psychological efforts to deal with stress (6-8).

METHODOLOGY: The study design used was quasi-experimental, pre-posttest of MTP. The sessions were applied during 45 min, twice a week, for 9 weeks. Psychological stress was evaluated using adolescents stress questionnaire (ASQ). Beat-to-beat rate heart frequency (HR, bpm) were recorded in 16 young healthy volunteers (18-20 years old; 8 women) 15 min before and after the first and the last session with S810 - Polar® -Finland in supine position. Descriptors of the Poincaré plot and time domain of HR variability (HRV) were analyzed in 5 min (Kubios HRV Analysis Software).

In another study, a stress management program based on cognitive behavioral therapy principles was compared with a Kundalini yoga program. The results indicate that both cognitive behavior therapy and yoga are promising stress management techniques (9). Batista et al. related the positive effect of tantric yoga program as eustress promoter (10).

Therefore, we aimed to evaluate the effects of manual therapy program as stress coping in adolescents who are preparing to apply for universities, analyzing cardiac modulation of autonomic nervous system and adolescent stress questionnaire.

METHODS

The protocol conducted was one-group pre and post-test design (11). The participants enrolled in the manual therapy program (MTP) and completed self-report questionnaire of perceived stress for adolescents at pre-treatment and after 9 weeks post-treatment. We only considered for this study the volunteers which have participated in all MTP and collected all samples (n=16). The protocol was approved by the Ethical Committee of Medical Science Faculty of Universidade Estadual de Campinas as addendum (no.27/10/2009) of the main Project nº388/2006-FR102878 (CONEP).

Participants and procedure

The primary outcome measure was to be student at preparatory course to apply for universities. This study was performed with collaboration of students from "Curso Preparatório para o Vestibular Cooperativa do Saber", located at Street 14 de Dezembro, Campinas, São Paulo, Brazil. There were many lectures to clarify the study for the school, parents and students. A heterogeneous group with women (W, n=8) and men (M, n=8) has formed. Participants met the following inclusion criteria: 1- Be a student attending prep-school and pre-college, enrolled at school at morning classes, and aged between 16 and 20 years; 2- Present yourself as a volunteer after receiving information about this study, sign the informed consent form and a health declaration; 3- Have parental authorization (in the case of patients younger than 18 years). Exclusion criteria were: 1- Make use of steroid hormones and/ or cigarettes; 2- Present a chronic disease; 3- Suffered some causative factor...
of stress, such as death of close people, recent divorce of parents, moving to a new house, among others, in the last six months; 4- Pregnancy in the case of female volunteers.

**Intervention - manual therapy program**

Volunteers were treated at school, in a room specially prepared for the procedures. Volunteers remained at rest for 10 min in the supine position before starting the procedure. The massage involved entire student body and was started in supine position. Manual therapy (MT) consisted of movements in the all muscle fascias even in the face. MT was done for 45 min, twice a week, for nine weeks, starting in September and finishing in November. Every session of the study took place at the same time of day, MT was performed by six women physiotherapists specially trained, and did not play another role in the study. There were no conversations during the study, only a few times answering participant’s questions, before or after procedure. This procedure was done to be sure that the effects obtained came from MT program (12,13). Heart rate registrations were carried out before and at the end of the first and the last intervention.

**Measurements and analyses**

All participants completed a composite questionnaire assessing:

a) Basic information (age, sex, weight, height, chronic disease, familiar diseases, if use some chronic medicaments);

b) Psychological stress evaluation - Adolescent Stress Questionnaire (ASQ) (3).

Questionnaire administration was conducted in whole class groups at school, before starts the procedure and after the last session of manual therapy. Volunteers were free to fill it out individually and without interference from others, and to the parental authorization if the volunteers are younger than 18 years. The questionnaires were tabulated for use with paired data discarding unpaired data. This questionnaire was adapted to Portuguese Language by Prof Bratfisch under Prof Byrne supervision and validated by Ferreira (14). It is a 62-item inventories related to common adolescent stressors. Each item (stressor) was rated on a 5-point scale where 1 not at all stressful (or is irrelevant to me); 2 a little stressful; 3 moderately stressful; 4 quite stressful; and 5 very stressful. The students were oriented to answers the ASQ about stressor exposure in the last six months from September, and at the end of the MTP, considering the events which happened in the last two months of the program.

Considering the relevance of social relationships in Brazilian students’ profile, it was included additional four questions and a new scale-stress of social relations with authors approve. For the purposes of deriving self-reported adolescent stress, scores reflecting the extent to which individual respondents were characterized by each of the remaining 11 components (scales) of adolescent stressor experience were calculated simply by summing the affirmed response to each item (1 to 5) across all items defining the component of each 62 questions (13).

**Heart rate and heart rate variability**

The activity in the autonomic nervous system (both sympathetic and parasympathetic) was estimated based on analysis of heart rate variability (HRV), which refers to the beats-to-beat fluctuations in heart rate (HR). Beat-to-beat rate heart frequency (HR, bpm) were recorded in 16 young healthy volunteers 15 min before and after the first and the last session with S810i - Polar®-Finland in supine position. Data were stored on a computer for further analysis using custom made software. There were no records during massage period. Descriptors of the statistical and geometrical time domain Poincaré plot, and frequency domain of HRV were analyzed for each interpolated 5 min central recorded (Kubios HRV Analysis Software).

**Statistical analysis**

All data are reported as mean ± SEM, and differences were considered significant when p<0.05. After normality test performed by Shapiro-Wilk according to Graph Pad Prisma (Version 9.2; SAS Institute Inc, 2002-2008, Cary, NC, USA) suggestion, the tests utilized were Wilcoxon or Student t test according to Graph Pad Prisma (Version 9.2; SAS Institute Inc, 2002-2008, Cary, NC, USA) suggestion, the tests utilized were Wilcoxon or Student t test according to significance when p<0.05. After normality test performed by Shapiro-Wilk according to Graph Pad Prisma (Version 9.2; SAS Institute Inc, 2002-2008, Cary, NC, USA) suggestion, the tests utilized were Wilcoxon or Student t test according to

**RESULTS**

**Volunteer characterizations**

Volunteers of this study were aged between 18 and 20 years old and all of them were eutrophic (BMI, 22.5±0.8). There were no differences between men (M) and women (W) concerning about age, but there were differences in BMI data (W=20.9±1.1 vs. M=24.0±0.9, p<0.05).

**Psychological stress evaluation - Adolescent Stress Questionnaire (ASQ)**

MT reduced ASQ values from 143 ± 8 to 114 ± 6, p=0.0005. When we consider the sex, there were also a reduction, and for this index, there were no difference between women (145 ± 12 vs. 126 ± 8) and men (141 ± 13 vs. 103 ± 7).

**Heart rate (HR)**

There was a reduction of HR after the first and the last session of MT. Besides, it is interesting to note that the HR values recorded at the time before the last session were lower than those at the beginning of the treatment. Analysis of the results considering sex showed that women and men present similar responses after MTP, although the reduction had been significant only after the last session of MT (Figure 1).

![Figure 1](Heart rate (HR, beats per min) data obtained from before and after session of manual therapy (MT): A) Total (T); B) Women (W); C) Men (M). Values are presented as mean ± SEM of 16 volunteers, 8 women and 8 men. Statistical analysis, p<0.05: *before vs after in the first session of MT (T: p=0.0078; M: p=0.0234); &before last session vs before first session of MT (T: p=0.0443); †after last vs before last session (T: p=0.0003; W: p=0.0091; M: p=0.0234).)

**Heart rate variability**

*Time domain: Statistical methods*

The analysis of statistical indicators of heart rate variability-time domain (RMSSD, ms and pNN50 %) showed an increase in parasympathetic modulation of both after the first and the last session of MT, in total population and in women (Figure 2).
Effect of statin therapy on Coronary Atherosclerosis

Time domain: Geometric methods

Figure 3 illustrates typical records obtained from a woman and a man before the first and after the last session of MT. The qualitative analysis (visual) of the Poincaré plots shows the obvious effect of MT in causing greater dispersion of RR intervals beat by beat. It is possible to observe an increase in the dispersion of both points along the line of identity (SD2) and perpendicular to the line (SD1). Quantitative analysis (Figure 4) evaluating the average of SD1, SD2 and SD1/SD2 demonstrate an increase in parasympathetic tone (SD1) activity in both the total population and women indexes. These results also show an increase in the overall activity of the heart (SD2) of all volunteers and women, and after the first session in male. This indicator (SD2) also shows differences in baselines (before first and last sessions) between men and women, being higher in men. The reason SD1/SD2 remained unchanged throughout the program.

Frequency domain

At the beginning of assay, the data collected were: LH: 46.3±4.3; HF: 53.7±4.3 and ratio LF/HF 1.11±0.2. These data did not change after manual therapy (Figure 5).

Figure 3) Poincaré plots showing geometrical qualitative visual analysis of time domain of two volunteers. A: women before the first MT session; B: women after the last MT session; C: men before the first MT session and D: men after the last MT session. Each R-R interval (RRn+1) is plotted as a function of previous R-Rn interval.

Figure 4) Geometrical quantitative analysis of time domain. A: SD1 - the standard deviation measuring the dispersion of points in the plot across the identity line. This parameter is usually interpreted as a measure of short-term HRV. B: SD2 - The standard deviation measuring the dispersion of points along the identity line and C: SD1/SD2 ratio. All points are projected on the identity line, and the standard deviation is calculated. This variable is interpreted as a measure of both short and long-term HRV. Data were collected before and after the first and the last session of manual therapy (MT). Values are presented as mean ± SEM of 16 volunteers, 8 women and 8 men. Statistical analysis, p<0.05: SD1: *before vs. after in the first session of MT (T: p=0.0053; W: p=0.0016); #after last vs before last session (T: p=0.0067; W: p=0.0016); SD2: *before vs. after in the first session of MT (T: p=0.0043; W: p=0.0053; M: p=0.0281); #after last vs before last session (T: p=0.0067; W: p=0.0015); α before first men vs before first women (p=0.0489); α2 before last men vs before last women (p=0.0305).

Figure 5) Adolescent Stress Questionnaire (ASQ) scores: A: total; B: women; C: men; volunteers obtained before and after MTP. ASQ is composed by 11 different stressors of adolescent life: S1Stress of home life; S2Stress of school performance; S3Stress of school attendance; S4Stress of romantic relationships; S5Stress of peer pressure; S6Stress of teacher interaction; S7Stress of future uncertainty; S8Stress of school/Leisure conflict; S9Stress of financial pressure; S10Stress of emerging adult responsibility; S11Stress of social relationship. Data were collected before and after nine weeks of manual therapy program. Values are presented as mean ± SEM of 16 volunteers, 8 women and 8 men. Statistical analysis, p<0.05: *after vs. before (T: S1, p=0.0003; S2, p=0.0005; S4, p=0.0017; S5, p=0.0023; W: S1, p=0.0368; S2, p=0.0226; S4, p=0.0450; S7, p=0.0241; M: S1, p=0.0008; S2, p=0.0060; S3, p=0.0021; S5, p=0.0025; S7, p=0.0020; S9, p=0.0462; S11, p=0.0192) α before men vs. before women (S3: p=0.0410; α2After men vs. after women (S5: p=0.0181; S7: p=0.0478; S10, p=0.0141, S11, p=0.0367).
DISCUSSION

The proposed program of manual therapy was effective in improving stress indexes assessed by stress questionnaire for adolescents. The ASQ was developed to address the requirement for systematic research examining adolescent stress in the early 21st century. Byrne and colleagues state that the ASQ is not a measure of symptomatic distress although it assesses the subjective stressor load. The items are statements concerning events or situations which adolescents could find stressful. The ASQ has a good construct validity (positive correlations with measures of anxiety and depression and negative correlation with self-esteem), internal and test-retest reliability, and demonstrates consistent gender differences (girls report higher stress levels than boys), but poor correlations with age for certain stress dimensions (14,15). The items were generated in adolescent focus groups, where they brainstormed on the concerns and challenges associated with adolescence that had affected them or their peers, and for Brazilian students were included one scale with questions about social relationship (13). The items were attributed to 11 scales or dimensions of adolescent stressor experiences (S1- stress of home life, S2- school performance, S3- school attendance, S4- romantic relationships, S5- peer pressure, S6- teacher interaction, S7- future uncertainty, S8- school/leisure conflict, S9- financial pressure, S10- emerging adult responsibility and S11- social relationship). These component scales were thematically meaningful within the existing body of theory and knowledge regarding the experience of adolescent stress (3,13,15).

The items with higher score of our study are coincident with Byrne’s colleague studies, however, in their study showed differences, with girls higher than boys in S1, S2, S4, S5, S7, S8, S10 scales. In our study, we find differences before starting the program only at school attendance (S3). The main difference between the studies is about the age, while Byrne (3) has 15 years old volunteers, ours students are 19 years old and are under one additional stressful agent, which is to prepare themselves for apply to universities. MT begot reduction in scores related to stress of home life, school performance, school attendance, romantic relationships, peer pressure, future uncertainty and school/leisure conflict. The worries about teacher interaction, financial pressure, emerging adult responsibility and stress social relationship remains the same as showed before MT starts.

ASQ scores were also evaluated before and after MT considering the sex, where women and men responded differently: both showed reduction on home life (S1), school performance (S2), and future uncertainty (S7) scales. Women presented also reduction in romantic relationships (S4) scores and men showed additional reduction in school attendance (S3), peer pressure (S5), financial pressure (S9), and social relationship (S11) scores. However, some items, even with low scores, remain stressful for Brazilian students. Women kept worried about school attendance, peer pressure, teacher interaction, financial pressure and school/leisure conflict. Men worry about adult responsibility and stress social relationship and men with romantic relationships, teacher interaction, school/leisure conflict and emerging adult responsibility. These results suggest that massage therapy program was able to improve stress coping in students.

Indeed studies conducted in populations with different age groups indicate the efficiency of different relaxation techniques in decrease distress levels (16). Massage therapy, one of the oldest treatment modalities, has been re-evaluated in the clinical literature, the nonlinear methods helps to understand the system behavior that linear models do not explain, since there is evidence of a mechanical massager. This study shows that moderate changes in anxiety response of the ANS (19). Through physiological parasympathetic stimulating, MT may promote reductions in anxiety, depression, and pain that are consistent with a state of calmness. This same mechanism may also be responsible for several condition-specific benefits resulting from MT, such as increased immune system response in HIV-positive individuals (21), or improved mental performance function during a test with changes in electroencephalography pattern consistent with increased relaxation and alertness (22). This theory is not supported universally, and it has even been suggested a long time ago that MT may promote a sympathetic response of the ANS (23).

Researchers evaluates the physiological and psychological effects of three different massage therapy techniques, including light pressure and deep pressure massage provided by hands and vibratory stimulation provided by a mechanical massager. This study shows that moderate changes in anxiety and stress were assessed. Anxiety scores decreased for all groups, but the moderate pressure massage group reported the greatest decrease in stress. The moderate massage group also experienced a decrease in heart rate and EEG changes including an increase in delta and a decrease in alpha and beta activity, suggesting a relaxation response at this group (24).

However, as our MT was considered as moderate we suggested that the decrease in HR values may be due to an increase in the parasympathetic nervous system activity instead of a reduction of sympathetic activity on the heart (25). To clarify this effect, we evaluate the heart rate variability.

Studies of heart rate variability are becoming more frequent as they are not invasive and inexpensive measures. However, due to the range of information arising from this analysis in 1996, a task force with researchers from many places in the world to establish criteria and indicators were performed. Heart rate variability (HRV), the variation over time of the period between consecutive heartbeats, is predominantly dependent on the extrinsic regulation of the heart rate (HR). The degree of variability in the HR provides information about the functioning of the nervous control on the HR and the heart’s ability to respond (25,26).

Many HRV measures have been proposed, which can roughly be subdivided into time domain, frequency domain and nonlinear domain measures. The most commonly used measures derived from interval differences include RMSSD (the square root of the mean squared differences of successive NN intervals), NN50 (the number of interval differences of successive NN intervals greater than 50 ms) and pNN50% (the proportion derived by dividing NN50 by the total number of NN intervals). Two types of HRV indices are distinguished in time domain analysis. Both types of indices are calculated from the RR intervals occurring in a chosen time window (usually between 0.5 and 5 min). The statistical parameters SDNN, SDSD, RMSSD, NN50 (%), and pNN50% can be used as time domain parameters (25,26).

SDNN and SDANN SDNNi indices are derived from longterm records and represent the sympathetic and parasympathetic activity, but cannot differentiate changes when HRV are due to increased sympathetic tone or withdrawal of vagal tone. The RMSSD and pNN50 represent parasympathetic activity; they are calculated from the analysis of adjacent RR intervals (26,28).

Among the methods used for HRV analysis, we may include the Poincaré plot, a dimensional graphical representation of the correlation between consecutive RR intervals, in which each RR interval is plotted against the ellipse formed by the attractor of the figure. It may be qualitatively assessed by withdrawal of vagal tone. The RMSSD and pNN50 represent parasympathetic activity; they are calculated from the analysis of adjacent RR intervals (26,28).

The Poincaré plot analysis has been performed by some authors as a nonlinear dynamics method. Although it is still scarce in the clinical literature, the nonlinear methods helps to understand the system behavior that linear models do not explain, since there is evidence that the mechanisms involved in cardiovascular regulation likely interact in a nonlinear way (29).

Tulppo et al. (30) described that quantitative two-dimensional vector analysis of a Poincaré plot (SD1, SD2 and SD1/SD2) can provide useful information on vagal modulation of RR interval dynamics during exercise that are not easily detected by linear measures of HRV. Consequently, in our studies, the variability of HR was evaluated in time domain analysis (RMSSD and pNN50), nonlinear geometric measures by Poincaré plot (SD1, SD2 and SD1/SD2). The Poincaré plot recorded in our study demonstrate shape and basal data of RMSSD, SD1, SD2 ratio SD1/SD2 and LF, HF and ratio LF/
HF quite similar to Vanderlei studies for participants aged between 17-18 years old which evaluate the heart rate variability in healthy adolescents at rest (29). There were significantly effects of manual therapy after a single session and also after all nine weeks of treatment related to an increase on parasympathetic tonus of autonomic system.

In 2016, Field presented a review in literature highlighting that the massage therapy groups have experienced more positive effects than the control or comparison groups. This may relate to the massage therapy providing more stimulation of pressure receptors, in turn enhancing vagal activity and reducing cortisol levels. Some of the researchers have assessed physical, physiological and biochemical effects, although most have relied exclusively on self-report measures. Despite these methodological problems and the dearth of research from the U.S., the massage therapy profession has grown significantly and massage therapy is increasingly practiced in traditional medical settings, highlighting the need for more rigorous research (31).

CONCLUSION

We can conclude that MT program suggested reduced adolescent stress evaluated by ASQ and HR values, indicating efficiency of this therapy on managing distress. These effects were attributed to enlargements of the parasympathetic tonus and the global activity evaluated by HRV time domain. We can point out that MT’s benefits are evident over the population which had the parasympathetic tonus and the global activity lower.

Study limitations

When evaluating massage, it is impossible to blind the treatment. There is always an interpersonal component that can affect the treatment. The concept of touch massage involves physical, emotional, cognitive, social and interpersonal aspects.
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